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Sid and I welcome you to the September issue of the Gazette.

We welcome also Deborah Jackson as the new Secretary of AustMS, taking over
from Peter Stacey, who has stepped down after ten years of service. Her first reg-
ular column announces the Society’s 63rd Annual General Meeting, to be held
during the Society’s annual conference at Monash University in December, and
details about applications for funding of special interest meetings.

Cheryl E. Praeger Travel Awards and Anne Penfold Street Awards provide sup-
port for Australian female mathematicians, respectively Australian mathemati-
cians with caring responsibilities, to attend conferences. These are detailed in the
WIMSIG report from Jessica Purcell, along with the 2019 WIMSIG General Meet-
ing, also to be held during the Society’s annual conference at Monash.

The funding rules for programs at MATRIX are in their regular report, this time
from Jan de Gier, which lists all their upcoming programs between now and the
end of next year.

Details of other upcoming conferences of potential interest to members appear
in the News section, together with reports from around the country’s universities
about recent PhDs, awards and honours, promotions, appointments and depar-
tures, as well as listing visitors.

A list of visitors to the Sydney Mathematical Research Institute is available from
their website. In his column from the MSRI, Anthony Henderson reports on a
number of the Institute’s outreach activities.

In the President’s column, Jacqui Rammage discusses at length the recent report
on Performance-Based Funding for the Commonwealth Grant Scheme. We should
all pay attention to it and consider its consequences for different institutions.

Sadly, we report on the passing of two mathematicians: Alexander Isaev, whose
obituary appears in this issue, and Ken Russell.

Last but not least, we hope you find some entertainment in the regular Puzzle
Corner.

David Yost, Centre for Informatics and Applied Optimisation, Federation University Australia,
Ballarat, VIC 3353. Email: d.yost@federation.edu.au

David Yost is a graduate of the University of Melbourne, the Aus-
tralian National University and the University of Edinburgh. He has

lived in eight countries and ten cities, returning to Australia in 2003,
where he has now completed 16 years at Federation University Aus-

tralia and its predecessor institution, the University of Ballarat, in-
cluding a three-year period as Deputy Head of School. While most of

his research is in functional analysis, he has lately been interested in
convex geometry.

mailto:d.yost@federation.edu.au


Jacqui Ramagge*

In the July edition of the Gazette I mentioned that we were looking to replace
our seemingly irreplaceable treasurer, Algy Howe. I am delighted to inform you
that Lilia Ferrario of the Mathematical Sciences Institute at the ANU has been
nominated for the role. Council has strongly endorsed her appointment and she will
be replacing Algy in December 2019. We owe Algy an immense debt of gratitude
for his amazing service over more than 26 years in the role and look forward to
what we hope will be a similarly enduring legacy for Lilia in the position.

From there it is a tangential connection to sustaining membership. I would like
to remind colleagues whose membership is up for renewal and who feel they can
afford it that sustaining membership is a possibility. The more sustaining members
we have, the more we move to a sustainable future that is less reliant on publishing
income, and the more we can move towards embracing open access publishing in
our journals.

I also mentioned that a project celebrating Women in Mathematics in Australia
Project has been initiated by Sylvie Paycha. It will be along the lines of
Sylvie’s highly successful Women of Mathematics project, which has seen 13
mathematicians from around Europe profiled with an exhibition developed
and displayed throughout Europe. As I write, Sylvie is in Australia profil-
ing a dozen women in mathematics. You can find the European project at
http://womeninmath.net/ with some of the portraits and excerpts from the
interviews incorporated into the European Women in Mathematics page at
https://www.europeanwomeninmaths.org/women-portraits/. We will keep you
posted as to progress.

The big news in the tertiary education sector in Australia is a Report for the Minis-
ter of Education prepared by a committee chaired by Professor Paul Wellings of the
University of Wollongong on Performance-Based Funding for the Commonwealth
Grant Scheme (see https://www.education.gov.au/performance-based-funding-
commonwealth-grant-scheme). The background is that government funding to
universities was frozen in 2017. At this point there is discussion of increasing
funding to universities and the report recommends that this increased funding
be subject to performance on the following four criteria: student success; equity
group participation; graduate outcomes; and student experience. Performance on
the first two is proposed to be measured based on sector-wide measures, whereas
performance on the last two is proposed to be measured against the university’s
own five-year moving average. Specifically the report recommends that an amount
up to 7.5% of an institution’s current Commonwealth Grant value be allocated
according to equally-weighted performance measures as follows.

• Student success as measured by regression estimates of adjusted first-
year attrition rates for domestic bachelor students with 100% allocation
if performance is above regression estimate, 80% allocation if within 2

∗Email: President@austms.org.au
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218 President’s Column

standard deviations of regression estimate, and 60% allocation if not within
2 standard deviations of regression estimate.

• Equity group participation based on equally weighted participation
rates of Indigenous, low SES and regional/remote domestic bachelor
students measured against the sector average. Funding bands of 100%,
80%, and 60% are again identified, and they vary across the categories
targeted.

• Graduate outcomes based on the overall graduate employment rate of
domestic bachelor students with the funding bands determined by whether
they are significantly above the institution’s five-year rolling average, not
significantly different from it, or significantly below it.

• Student experience based on domestic bachelor students’ satisfaction
with teaching quality, also measured against how significantly the figure
varies from an institution’s own five-year moving average.

The Report includes an analysis of how the figures currently vary across the sector
without explicitly identifying institutions. It is expected that every institution
would perform strongly on at least one measure. Modelling for 2020 indicates that
the lowest allocated funding proportion would be 75%, with 31 universities being
allocated over 80% and 16 universities estimated to be allocated over 90% of the
funding available to them. The implication in terms of dollar figures vary depending
on the size of the institution, with the institution receiving the highest percentage
of funding increase receiving less than $1M dollars and the institution receiving
the highest dollar-value funding receiving $3M, which constitutes about 90% of its
allocated funding. Under the modelling, one particular university receiving 80% of
its allocated funding would receive about $3.1M in funding. The Report includes
an interesting analysis of the average breakdown of the measures across the ATN,
Go8, IRU, RTN, RUN, and unaligned universities.

I leave you today with a reminder that we are a society run for the benefits
of its members. Look after each other and celebrate your colleagues’ successes
by nominating them for prizes and awards, within your institutions, from the
Society, and more broadly. Raising the profile of mathematical scientists is just as
important as raising the profile of the mathematical sciences.

Jacqui Ramagge is a Fellow of the Australian Mathematical Society
with research interests across algebra, analysis, and geometry. She is

currently Head of the School of Mathematics and Statistics at the
University of Sydney.

Jacqui has won awards for: teaching from the University of

Newcastle; research environment from the University of Wollongong;
and contributions to mathematics enrichment from the Australian

Mathematics Trust. She has served on various Australian Research
Council panels for eight of the last ten years including as Chair of the

Australian Laureates Selection Advisory Committee. Jacqui is Chair
of the Advisory Board for the University of Sydney Mathematical

Research Institute and serves on the MATRIX Advisory Board.



Peter M. Higgins*

Wecome to Puzzle Corner 59 of the Gazette of the Australian Mathematical So-
ciety. In this first section I will introduce two new problems: “Sam Loyd’s ferry
boat rides again”. After that I will give a solution to Puzzle Corner 58 on “Ships
in the night”.

I would be happy to receive your solutions to Puzzle Corner 59 not later than 15
October 2019. The email address for solutions is austmspuzzles@gmail.com. Any
particularly interesting solutions will be mentioned in the next Puzzle Corner.

So we continue our theme from last time, for we are still on a boat. Sam Loyd’s
ferry boat problem will not be new to many of my readers so without further
preamble, here it is.

Problem 1. Two boats set off simultaneously but at different speeds from oppo-
site banks of the river, each ferrying passengers to the other bank. They first pass
each other 720 yards from one shore. Upon reaching dock, each has a 10-minute
changeover period to allow passengers to disembark and for the new travellers to
board for the return journey. On the way back, the ferries again pass each other,
this time 400 yards from the second river bank. How wide is the river?

Sam Loyd was the leading 19th century American master of recreational mathe-
matics puzzles. Many of his problems were however quite similar to each other. Of-
ten they were relative motion problems. One I remember concerned a cow trapped
on a railway bridge facing an oncoming steam train. Which way should she run?
Away from the train, or towards it, to the closer end of the bridge? (Daisy needed
to be brave and charge straight at the locomotive, which we are assured she did,
being a naturally sound judge of all things mathematical).

Loyd was particularly proud of the ferry boat question that seemed to stump ev-
eryone he asked. However, a solution only requires some sharp observation and
little ‘cut-and-dried’ mathematics, as he put it.

There is a spinoff question however, which is a bit tougher, and is not always
included in puzzle books featuring the river boat problem.

Problem 2. Find the ratio of the speed of the slower ferry to that of the faster.

Solutions to Ships in the Night

Problem 1. Consider the triangle 4PIG, where P denotes the initial position
of the patrol boat, I the interception point, and G is the initial position of The
Goblin. Let θ denote the required bearing of the patrol boat East of North.

∗Email: peteh@essex.ac.uk
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Let us say that the interception comes after a time interval t, so that |PI| = 25t

and |GI| = 10t. Let α = ∠GPI. By the Sine rule we have

sin α

10t
=

sin(135◦)

25t

⇒ sinα =
10t

25t
·
√

2

2
=

√
2

5

∴ θ = 45◦ − α = 45◦ − arcsin(

√
2

2
) = 28 · 57◦.

Therefore the bearing of the patrol boat is, to the nearest degree, 29◦ East of
North.

Problem 2. I suggested to solve this problem by finding the wind magnitude by
applying the Sine rule through working with the two vector triangles that arise
from the pair of flag observations. However, as Alexey Feigin pointed out, it is
best, at least in this case, to use the the simple equations for the components of
the wind direction that arise from flag directions.

Let the velocity vector of the wind be v = (x, y) where x and y are the components
in the easterly and northerly directions respectively. When heading south, the ap-
parent y-component of the wind is zero (flag points East) so that y + 10 = 0 and
hence y = −10. When heading East, the apparent x- and y-components are equal
in magnitude but opposite in sense (flag points SE) so that x−10 = −y = 10, and
so x = 20.

Therefore v2 = (−10)2 + (20)2 = 500 so that v = 10
√

5 ≈ 22 · 4. The angle θ of
the bearing below East satisfies tan θ = 10

20
= 1

2
so that θ = arctan 1

2
= 26 · 6◦.

Therefore the wind speed is 22 · 4 knots with a bearing of (90 + 26 · 6)◦ = 116 · 6◦
East of North.

Peter Higgins is a Professor of Mathematics at the University

of Essex. He is the inventor of Circular Sudoku, a puzzle type
that has featured in many newspapers, magazines, books, and

computer games all over the world. He has written extensively
on the subject of mathematics and won the 2013 Premio Peano

Prize in Turin for the best book published about mathematics
in Italian in 2012. Originally from Australia, Peter has lived

in Colchester, England with his wife and four children since

1990.



Alexander Isaev

28 December 1964 to 20 August 2019

Professor Alexander Isaev of the Mathematical Sciences Institute (MSI), Aus-
tralian National University, passed away at home on Tuesday, 20 August 2019. Alex
was a much loved, long standing member of the MSI community. His colleagues
greatly admired his intellectual and moral integrity, and his rigorous teaching style.

Born in 1964, Alex grew up in the Soviet Union and studied mathematics at
Moscow State University, studying complex analysis under the guidance of Anatoli
Georgievich Vitushkin. His master degree was awarded in 1986 and his PhD in
1990.

Alex’s long association with ANU began in 1992, when he took up a postdoctoral
position at the Centre for Mathematics and its Applications. He successfully
applied for an ARC Fellowship which he held from 1996 to 2001, when he was
appointed to an ongoing position.

Part of Alex’s responsibilities on taking up this position included setting up the
course offerings in bioinformatics, and this eventually led to his book “Introduction
to Mathematical Methods in Bioinformatics” which was published in the Springer
Universitext series in 2004.

Alex was an influential researcher in complex analysis, producing important results
throughout his career. His work centred on the classification of complex spaces
according to their symmetries. Early successes included Alex’s work with Steven
Krantz in 1999 on classifying complex domains with a non-compact automorphism
group, and their subsequent work on automorphisms of hyperbolic manifolds.
More recent breakthroughs include his proof with Kruglikov of two important
conjectures (the Beloshapka conjecture and the Dimension conjecture) on the
symmetry algebras of 5-dimensional CR manifolds (published in 2017). Alex’s
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work in complex analysis produced two important research monographs: “Lectures
on the Automorphism Groups of Kobayashi-Hyperbolic Manifolds”, in 2007, and
“Spherical Tube Hypersurfaces”, published in 2011, both in the Springer Lecture
Notes in Mathematics. He also published the more expository text “Twenty-One
Lectures on Complex Analysis, A First Course” in 2017.

Alex was remarkable for the fortitude and honesty with which he faced his illness
of the past three years. His close colleagues and friends from the MSI were amazed
that he was able to come back from what appeared to be a devastating prognosis
in 2016, even cycling and walking to work. During his last three years, he found
solace in mathematics and produced an absolutely extraordinary body of work,
posting 17 articles to the mathematics arXiv in this period.

Alex is survived by his wife Esfir Nikiforova and his daughter Maria.

Alex will be dearly missed by his friends and colleagues in the Mathematical
Sciences Institute and across Australia.

Andrew Hassell and Ben Andrews

Australian National University
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Mathematical Research Institute MATRIX

Jan de Gier*

Australia’s residential mathematical research institute MATRIX has recently hosted
research programs in PDEs, Functional Data, Representation Theory, Topology,
Differential Geometry, Number Theory, Models of Infectious Diseases, Ergodic
Theory, Spatial Statistics and physiological rhythms. MATRIX will run a mix of
programs from across the mathematical sciences in the coming six months.

Upcoming programs

• Conservation Laws, Interfaces and Mixing
4–8 November 2019
Organisers: Snezhana I. Abarzhi (Western Australia), Neville Fowkes (West-
ern Australia), Alik Nepomnyashchy (Technion, Israel Institute of Tech-
nology), Anthony Roberts (Adelaide), Yvonne Stokes (Adelaide)

• Structural Graph Theory Downunder
25 November – 1 December 2019
Organisers: David Wood (Monash), Anita Liebenau (UNSW), Alex Scott
(Oxford)

• Statistical Methods in Data Science
8–13 December 2019
Organisers: Inge Koch (UWA), Karim Seghouane (Melbourne), Aurore
Delaigle (Melbourne), James Ramsay (McGill)

• Tropical Geometry and Mirror Symmetry
9–20 December 2019
Organisers: Nick Sheridan (Edinburgh), Brett Parker (Monash), Paul Nor-
bury (Melbourne), Jian He (Monash), Kristin Shaw (Oslo)

• Early Career Researchers Workshop on Geometric Analysis And
PDEs
13–24 January 2020
Organisers: Paul Bryan (Macquarie), Jiakun Liu (Wollongong),Mariel Sáez
(Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile), Haotian Wu (Sydney)

• Harmonic Analysis and Dispersive PDEs: Problems and Progress
3–7 February 2020
Organisers: Zihua Guo (Monash), Ji Li (Macquarie), Kenji Nakanishi (Ky-
oto), Wenhui Shi (Monash)

• The Skeleton of Turbulent Shear Flows
14 September – 2 October 2020
Organisers: Philip Hall (Monash), Ivan Marusic (Melbourne), Beverley
McKeon (Caltech), Laurette Tuckerman (EPSCI, Paris)

∗MATRIX, Creswick, http://www.matrix-inst.org.au/

http://www.matrix-inst.org.au/


228 Mathematical Research Institute MATRIX

• Frontiers in Representation Theory
16–27 November 2020
Organisers: Nora Ganter (Melbourne), Masoud Kamgarpour (Queensland),
Peter McNamara (Melbourne), Peng Shan (Tsinghua), Yaping Yang (Mel-
bourne), Gufang Zhao (Melbourne)

• Hyperbolic Differential Equations in Geometry And Physics
9–20 December 2020
Organisers: Jesse Gell-Redman (Melbourne), Andrew Hassell (ANU), Todd
Oliynyk (Monash), Volker Schlue (Melbourne)

Outreach

As part of our outreach program, MATRIX and ACEMS will host a workshop
to equip school teachers to lead MathsCraft events from 20–24 November 2019.
Back in schools, the MathsCraft leader poses problems, provokes participants, and
organises the sharing of students’ ideas. Problems are designed to give an authen-
tic experience of doing mathematical research in a supportive and collaborative
environment.

MATRIX Annals

The 2017 MATRIX Annals, the second volume in the MATRIX Book Series, has
been published on 25 March 2019 with almost 700 pages. This series documents
scientific activities at MATRIX. The Editors are David Wood (Editor-in-chief),
Jan de Gier, Cheryl Praeger, and Terence Tao. Articles can be peer-reviewed,
containing original results or reviews on a topic related to the program, or non-
peer-reviewed expository articles based on talks or activities at MATRIX.

Submission

Anyone can apply to organise a MATRIX program. Every program should have
ample unstructured time to encourage collaborative research. Longer programs
can have an embedded conference or lecture series. Short workshops focussing on
a special theme are also welcome. The MATRIX Family Fund provides additional
support to participants with families.

The MATRIX Scientific Committee selects programs on scientific excellence as
well as on the participation rate of high profile international participants and/or
business and industry partners, among other criteria.

The next deadline for program proposals in 2020–2021 is

8 November 2019.

Expressions of interest may be submitted at any time. Guidelines can be found at
https://www.matrix-inst.org.au/guidelines.

Organisers are encouraged to supplement their funding from MATRIX through
other schemes including: the International Visitor Program of the University of

https://www.springer.com/us/book/9783030041601
https://www.matrix-inst.org.au/book-series/
https://www.matrix-inst.org.au/guidelines
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Sydney Mathematical Research Institute; the AMSI and AustMS/ANZIAM work-
shop funding scheme; and AustMS travel grants.

MATRIX Minors

MATRIX Minor programs are self-funded visits to MATRIX to make use of the
available office space and facilities at the Creswick Campus outside program times,
for example to work intensively in a small group. Such visits are subject to the
approval of MATRIX but can be arranged by sending an email request that briefly
outlines the proposed research and timings.

Questions

Comments, suggestions and requests are always welcome. Please send these, as
appropriate to:

Directors Jan de Gier (jdg@matrix-inst.org.au)
David Wood (davidw@matrix-inst.org.au)

Executive Officer Sally Zanic (sallyz@matrix-inst.org.au)

Chair of the Advisory Board Tony Guttmann (guttmann@unimelb.edu.au)

MATRIX is a partnership between Monash University and The University of Mel-
bourne, with the ARC Centre of Excellence for Mathematical and Statistical Fron-
tiers (ACEMS) as an associate member.

Professor De Gier’s research interests are in mathematical
physics and statistical mechanics, in particular in the the-

ory and application of solvable lattice models as well as spe-

cial functions in stochastic processes and combinatorics. Jan
is a former Editor of the Gazette, organised an AMSI sum-

mer school and was inaugural Chair of the Australia and New
Zealand Association of Mathematical Physics (ANZAMP). He

is currently Head of the School of Mathematics and Statistics
at The University of Melbourne and co-Director of MATRIX.

mailto:jdg@matrix-inst.org.au
mailto:davidw@matrix-inst.org.au
mailto:sallyz@matrix-inst.org.au
mailto:guttmann@unimelb.edu.au


The Sydney Mathematical Research Institute

Anthony Henderson*

As well as directly supporting Australian research in the mathematical sciences,
through our International Visitor Program and other schemes under development,
SMRI aims to inform the general public about mathematical research. Our
outreach activities were initiated in spectacular style by SMRI Director Geordie
Williamson, who gave a public lecture on mathematics and music on 7 August 2019
to an audience of over 600 in Sydney’s City Recital Hall. The talk, prepared by
Geordie with the assistance of SMRI Senior Science Communicator Stephen Mor-
gan, was provocatively titled ‘Why Music is Maths’: a thesis which was on the one
hand demonstrated by real-time Fourier analysis of soundwaves, and on the other
hand undermined by the sensitive performances of guitarist Heath Auchinachie.
Geordie framed his own research in representation theory as a higher-dimensional
generalisation of the harmonious combination of pure tones. This event received
prominent coverage as a designated highlight of this year’s Sydney Science Festi-
val, including a preview article in the Sydney Morning Herald, and is being edited
for broadcast on ABC radio.

SMRI Director Geordie Williamson

The next major outreach events that we are supporting are two public lectures
at the University of Sydney in successive weeks in November, marking the an-
niversary of SMRI’s official launch. On the evening of 6 November, SMRI visiting
researcher June Huh (Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton), winner of the 2019
New Horizons in Mathematics Prize, will deliver the annual Simon Marais Lec-
ture. June’s title has not yet been announced, but his talk is expected to involve

∗Sydney Mathematical Research Institute, University of Sydney.

Email: anthony.henderson@sydney.edu.au

mailto:anthony.henderson@sydney.edu.au
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his own striking results exporting the Hodge-Riemann relations from geometry to
combinatorics. On the evening of 12 November, SMRI Advisory Board member
Helen Byrne (University of Oxford) will give a talk entitled ‘Can Calculus Cure
Cancer?’ in the Sydney Ideas lecture series. Helen is an expert on the development
and analysis of mathematical models for bio-medicine, and her talk will be followed
by a discussion with Jennifer Byrne, head of the Children’s Cancer Research Unit
at Westmead, about the use of modelling in current cancer research. Full details of
these and other events can be found on our website https://sydney.edu.au/smri.

At the time of writing, we have just closed another round of applications to our
International Visitor Program, for visits taking place in 2020. I look forward to
announcing the successful applicants, with details of their Australian itineraries,
in my next report. For those who cannot wait that long, the full list of current and
upcoming visitors to SMRI is also on the above website.

Anthony Henderson is currently the Executive Director of the Univer-

sity of Sydney Mathematical Research Institute, which he helped to
establish in 2018. After obtaining his PhD from the Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology in 2001, he returned to the University of Sydney
as a postdoctoral researcher and has worked there ever since. For his

publications in geometric and combinatorial aspects of representation
theory, Anthony was awarded the Christopher Heyde Medal in 2011

and the Australian Mathematical Society Medal in 2012. He also re-
ceived a Faculty of Science Citation for Excellence in Teaching in 2009,

and his Honours-level lecture notes on Lie algebras were published by
Cambridge University Press in 2012. He is a founding Director of the

Simon Marais Mathematics Competition for undergraduates in the
Asia-Pacific region.

https://sydney.edu.au/smri


News from the Women in Mathematics

Special Interest Group

Jessica Purcell*

Applications are now welcome for the next round of the AustMS WIMSIG Cheryl
E. Praeger Travel Awards, and Anne Penfold Street Award. They close on 1 Oc-
tober 2019.

The Cheryl E. Praeger Travel Awards are designed to provide full or partial sup-
port for Australian female mathematicians to attend conferences or to visit col-
laborators; the Anne Penfold Street Awards provide additional financial support
to Australian mathematicians, regardless of gender, for their caring responsibili-
ties, while they travel for conferences or research visits to collaborators. Note too
that conference organisers may apply for Anne Penfold Street Awards. Application
forms and eligibility and other information is available at http://www.austms.org.
au/Praeger+Travel+Awards and http://www.austms.org.au/Street+Awards.
Please advertise these awards to any that might benefit.

Also approaching is the 2019 WIMSIG General Meeting, which will be held on
Monday 2 December 2019 at Monash University. It will be followed by the Women
in Mathematical Sciences Dinner. Both events are associated with the AustMS
Annual Meeting, hosted by Monash University and commencing on Tuesday 3
December 2019. Anyone interested in WIMSIG is invited to attend the General
Meeting. The dinner is free to all registrants of AustMS 2019.

You may register for the dinner when registering for AustMS 2019. As in previous
years, if you register and circumstances change such that you are unable to attend,
please unregister from the dinner via the ‘Events’ tab in your AustMS 2019 reg-
istration so that the position is made available to someone else and we can avoid
paying for empty seats.

I look forward to seeing many of you in December.

Jessica Purcell is an ARC Future Fellow and Professor at
Monash University. She is the Chair of the Women in Math-

ematics Special Interest Group (WIMSIG) of the Australian
Mathematical Society. Jessica’s research interests are in geom-

etry and topology.

∗Email: WIMSIG-chair@women.austms.org.au

http://www.austms.org.au/Praeger+Travel+Awards
http://www.austms.org.au/Praeger+Travel+Awards
http://www.austms.org.au/Street+Awards
mailto:WIMSIG-chair@women.austms.org.au
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Professor Cheryl Praeger of the University of Western Australia has been ap-
pointed to the International Science Council’s Committee for Freedom and Re-
sponsibility in Science.

The committee is responsible for championing freedom and responsibility in science
through the Principle of Universality of Science. This includes monitoring issues
of scientists’ human rights, championing freedom of movement, association and
expression for scientists, access to scientific data and information, and strength-
ening science in developing countries. The committee secretariat operates out of
the Royal Society Te Aparangi and is chaired by ISC President, Professor Daya
Reddy (South Africa).

Completed PhDs

Australian National University

• Dr Jordan Pitt, Simulation of rapidly varying and dry bed flow using a
finite element volume method for the Serre equations, supervisor: Stephen
Roberts.

Federation University Australia

• Dr Daniel Morales-Silva, Assessing healthcare providers’ performance with
and without risk adjustment, supervisor: Guillermo Pineda-Villavicencio.

La Trobe University

• Dr Volodymyr Vaskovych, Theory and statistics of long-range dependent
random processes, supervisors: Andriy Olenko and Luke Prendergast.

• Dr Rupert Kuveke, The performance of some statistical procedures used in
case-control studies and methylomics, supervisors: Paul Kabaila and Agus
Salim.

Queensland University of Technology

• Dr Fadhah Amer H. Alanazi, The development and application of new
statistical vine copula models, supervisors: Kerrie Mengersen and Chris
Drovandi.

• Dr Dissanayake Mudiyanselage Maha B. Dehideniya, Optimal Bayesian
experimental designs for complex models, supervisors: James McGree and
Chris Drovandi.

• Dr Leah F. South, Contributions to computational Bayesian statistics,
supervisors: Chris Drovandi and Tony Pettitt.
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University of Adelaide

• Dr Peter Mathews, Trend detection from social media using probabilistic
graphical models, supervisors: Nigel Bean, Giang Nguyen and Lewis
Mitchell.

• Dr Adam Rohrlach, Informative measures and goodness of fit for models
and DNA substitution, supervisors: Nigel Bean, Simon Tuke and Barbara
Ruth Holland.

University of Southern Queensland

• Dr Mumtaz Ali, Probabilistic and artificial intelligence modelling of
drought and agricultural crop yield in Pakistan, supervisors: Ravinesh Deo,
Nathan Downs and Tek Maraseni. (This candidate has received Excellence
In Doctoral Research Award.)

• Dr Sujan Ghimire, Predictive modelling of global solar radiation with
artificial intelligence approaches using MODIS satellites and atmospheric
reanalysis data for Australia, supervisors: Ravinesh Deo, Nawin Raj,
Nathan Downs and Jianchun Mi. (This candidate has received Excellence
In Doctoral Research Award.)

University of Sydney

• Dr Alexander Ferdinand Kerschl, Simple modules of cyclotomic Hecke
algebras, supervisor: Andrew Mathas.

• Dr Ana Camelia Tiplea, Super-replication of American options in an
uncertain volatility model, supervisor: Ben Goldys.

Awards and other achievements

Australian National University

• Professor Lilia Ferrario was awarded the 2019 ICRAR Visiting Fellowship
for Senior Women in Astronomy on 26 April.

Monash University

• Recent graduate Dr David Treeby was awarded the Merten Hasse Prize
(Mathematical Association of America), the Paul Bruckman Prize (Fi-
bonacci Association board) and Monash’s Mollie Holman Medal. David’s
supervisors were Burkard Polster, Heiko Dietrich and Marty Ross.

Queensland University of Technology

• A/Professor Peter van Heijster has been awarded a Humboldt Fellowship.
• Two successful FoR 01XX ARC Linkage grants:

– LP180101151 Revolutionising water-quality monitoring in the in-
formation age; Professor Kerrie Mengersen; Professor Robin Hynd-
man; Associate Professor Erin Peterson; Associate Professor James
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McGree; Dr Ryan Turner; Dr Paul Maxwell; Dr Benoit Liquet; Dr
Jeremy Jones; $484,189.

– LP180100542 Mathematical Decision Support to Optimise Hospital
Capacity and Utilisation, Professor Prasad Yarlagadda; Associate
Professor Paul Corry; Professor Anthony Pettitt; Mr Sean Birgan;
Dr Belinda Spratt; Associate Professor David Cook; Associate Pro-
fessor Moe Wynn; Dr Andrew Staib; Dr Ben Hollis; Dr Michael
Cleary; Adj A/Prof Stuart Bade; Mrs Donna Callow; Mr Benjamin
Maslen; Dr Brian Bell; Mr Matthew Tallis; $417,440.

University of Adelaide

• Dr Giang Nguyen is an SA Tall Poppy Science Award winner: https://ecms.
adelaide.edu.au/news/list/2019/07/30/dr-giang-nguyen-wins-2019-sa-tall-
poppy-science-award.

• Sanjeeva Balasuriya was awarded an Endeavour Research Leadership
Award from the Department of Education and Training, for research to
be conducted at the Technische Universiteit Eindhoven (Netherlands) in
2019.

University of Southern Queensland

• Dr Ravinesh Deo, as Academic Mentor of PhD student Shakir Khalid Al-
Musaylh, was awarded Australian Mathematical Science Institute (AMSI)
Industry grant under Australian Postgraduate Intern of $23,000. APR.
Intern project collaborates with Susan Shaw and Lyndon Ang at the Aus-
tralian Bureau of Statistics (on the project ‘Small Area Estimations for
Big Data for Multipurpose Surveys’).

• Dr Ravinesh Deo, as Academic Mentor of PhD student Andrei Ermakov,
was awarded an APR. Intern grant of $23,000 collaborating with Jeffrey
Popova-Clark at Confirm IT, Queensland Government (on the project ‘Ma-
chine Learning Driven Automation of Whole-of-Government Procurement
Transaction Categorisation’).

University of Western Australia

• Professor Enrico Valdinoci has been awarded the James S.W. Wong JMAA
Prize (bestowed every 2 years for the best paper published in the Journal
of Mathematical Analysis and Applications in the last 10 years). The prize
is shared with Raffaella Servadei for their article ‘Mountain Pass solutions
for non-local elliptic operators’ JMAA, Volume 89, Issue 2, 15 May 2012,
pages 887–898.

https://ecms.adelaide.edu.au/news/list/2019/07/30/dr-giang-nguyen-wins-2019-sa-tall-poppy-science-award
https://ecms.adelaide.edu.au/news/list/2019/07/30/dr-giang-nguyen-wins-2019-sa-tall-poppy-science-award
https://ecms.adelaide.edu.au/news/list/2019/07/30/dr-giang-nguyen-wins-2019-sa-tall-poppy-science-award
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Appointments, departures and promotions

Australian National University

Departures:

• Lan Tan, Postdoctoral Fellow

Arrivals:

• Qian Zhang
• Qiang Guang
• Noa Kraitzman

La Trobe University

• Dr Peter Van Der Kamp and Dr Hien Nguyen have received promotions
to level C.

• Dr Ming Li left after completing his Postdoc.

Monash University

New lecturers:

• Dr Wenhui Shi
• Dr Theodore Vo

Murdoch University

• Professor Ian James has retired after 28 years at Murdoch University. He
was the Head of Mathematics and Statistics from 1991 to 2007, and then
became Head of Biostatistics, Institute for Immunology and Infectious Dis-
eases. He has been appointed Emeritus Professor.

• Dr Ryan Admiraal has left Murdoch and joined the School of Mathematics
and Statistics, Victoria University of Wellington.

• Dr Alethea Rea has been appointed as Lecturer. Her research area is ap-
plied statistics and data visualisation.

Queensland University of Technology

• Timothy Moroney has been promoted to Professor.
• Benoit Liquet has been promoted to Associate Professor.
• Peter van Heijster has been promoted to Associate Professor.

University of New South Wales

Retirement:

• 6 June conference to celebrate Professor William Dunsmuir’s career. Pro-
fessor Dunsmuir, who has been Professor of Statistics at UNSW since 1993
and Head of Statistics several times, closed the conference with a talk ti-
tled ‘Large sample theory for detecting the impact of marks in Hawkes self
exciting point processes’.
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Promoted to Senior Lecturer:

• Dr Dmitry Zanin
• Dr Jakub Stoklosa

Appointed to Lecturer/Senior Lecturer Positions:

• Dr Clara Grazian, Computational Bayesian Statistics, commenced May
2019

• Dr Pavel Krivitsky, Markov Chain Monte Carlo Methods, commenced July
2019

• Dr Chris Goodrich, Discrete Fractional Calculus, commenced August 2019

University of New South Wales Canberra

• Dr Mona Ziaeyan Bahri joined us in semester 2 for a three-year appoint-
ment as an education-focussed associate lecturer in mathematics.

University of Western Australia

• Luca Lombardini and Giorgio Poggesi have just commenced at UWA as
Research Associates.

Conferences and Courses

Conferences and courses are listed in order of the first day.

For information about MATRIX programs,
see the report by David Wood in this issue.

Number Theory Down Under 7

Dates: 30 September to 3 October 2019
Venue: University of New South Wales
Web: https://web.maths.unsw.edu.au/∼igorshparlinski/NTDU-7/NTDU-7.html

This is the seventh annual event of Number Theory Down Under, a meeting which
promotes number theory in Australia. It brings together Australian and interna-
tional number theorists to share ideas, pursue collaborative work and establish
connections to other fields of mathematics.

Invited Speakers:

• Dzmitry Badziahin (University of Sydney)
• Antal Balog (Alfred Renyi Institute of Mathematics)
• Olivier Ramare (Univ. Aix-Marseille)

12th Southern Hemisphere Delta Conference

Dates: Sunday 24 November to Friday 29 November 2019
Venue: Esplanade Hotel, Fremantle, Western Australia
Web: swandelta.org

https://web.maths.unsw.edu.au/~igorshparlinski/NTDU-7/NTDU-7.html
swandelta.org
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This conference, on the teaching and learning of undergraduate mathematics and
statistics, has the theme ‘Reflections of Change’. It will incorporate a Special
Teachers Day on Thursday 28 November, which allows for teachers and university
educators to collaborate and share issues.

For further information, see our website, or email the committee:
swandelta2019@gmail.com.

Uncertainty quantification workshop

Dates: 25–29 November 2019
Venue: The Australian National University
Web: https://maths.anu.edu.au/news-events/events/uncertainty-quantification-

workshop

Quantifying modelling uncertainty is essential for credible simulation-aided knowl-
edge discovery, prediction and design. This workshop brings together a diverse set
of researchers to identify challenges and novel research directions in the field of
uncertainty quantification (UQ). Talks will focus on both algorithm development
and applications of UQ in areas ranging from aerospace, material and electrical
engineering to the environment. The focus will particular focus on various issues
surrounding high-dimensional parameter spaces, multi-fidelity modelling, param-
eter inference, optimal experimental design, and design under uncertainty.

This event is part of the MSI Special Year 2019 in Computational Mathematics:
https://maths.anu.edu.au/news-events/event-series/special-year-2019-computa
tional-mathematics.

Invited speakers:

• Karen Willcox, The University of Texas at Austin
• Dongbin Xiu, Ohio State University
• Aurore Delaigle, Melbourne University
• Michael Eldred, Sandia National Laboratories
• Claudia Schillings, University Mannheim

The 14th Engineering Mathematics and Applications Conference

Dates: 26–29 November 2019
Venue: UNSW Canberra at the Australian Defence Force Academy
Web: https://unsw.adfa.edu.au/conferences/EMAC-2019

The Engineering Mathematics and Applications Conference (EMAC) is the bi-
ennial meeting of the Engineering Mathematics Group (EMG), a special interest
group of the Australian and New Zealand Industrial and Applied Mathematics
(ANZIAM) division.

Conference topics range broadly over applied and industrial mathematics, engi-
neering mathematics, computational mathematics, mathematics education, ap-
plied statistics & OR.

mailto:swandelta2019@gmail.com
https://maths.anu.edu.au/news-events/events/uncertainty-quantification-workshop
https://maths.anu.edu.au/news-events/events/uncertainty-quantification-workshop
https://maths.anu.edu.au/news-events/event-series/special-year-2019-computational-mathematics
https://maths.anu.edu.au/news-events/event-series/special-year-2019-computational-mathematics
https://unsw.adfa.edu.au/conferences/EMAC-2019
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Important dates:

• Early-bird registration closes: 22 October 2019
• Abstract submission closes: 5 November 2019
• Registration closes: 12 November 2019

Confirmed Plenary Speakers:

• Alex Kalloniatis (Defence Science & Technology Group)
• Shashi Samprathi (Australian Passport Office)
• Katherine Seaton (La Trobe University)
• Antoinette Tordesillas (University of Melbourne)

Financial support for students is available through the CSIRO-ANZIAM student
support scheme. Applications close on Tuesday 1 October 2019.

Please direct all correspondence to Zlatko Jovanoski (z.jovanoski@adfa.edu.au).

Seventh Annual Workshop on Integrable Systems

Dates: 28–29 November 2019
Venue: University of Sydney
Web: http://wp.maths.usyd.edu.au/igs/workshops/integrable-systems-2019/

Register by emailing the organisers at integrable@maths.usyd.edu.au. The dead-
line for registrations is 1 November 2019. Talk submission closes on 15 November
2019.

Sixty-third annual meeting of the Australian Mathematical Society

Dates: Tuesday 3 to Friday 6 December 2019
Venue: Monash University
Web: http://staging.austms.org.au/annualmeeting/2019/

Registration is open for the 63rd Annual Meeting of the Australian Mathematical
Society which will be hosted at Monash University, 3–6 December 2019, at the
conference website.

Please note that sections of the website other than the conference page are still
under construction and do not replace the Society’s current site.

Some things to bear in mind:

1. Registration for the conference (as opposed to single-day registration) in-
cludes

• The WIMSIG dinner on Monday 2 Dec. This celebration of women in
mathematics is open to all.

• The conference banquet, on Thursday 5 Dec.
During registration there are tickboxes to record whether you will attend
these dinners. Additional tickets for guests to either dinner can be purchased
during the registration process. If you or your guest have any dietary require-
ments please record them in your profile.

mailto:z.jovanoski@adfa.edu.au
http://wp.maths.usyd.edu.au/igs/workshops/integrable-systems-2019/
mailto:integrable@maths.usyd.edu.au
http://staging.austms.org.au/annualmeeting/2019/
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2. Childcare: We are endeavouring to provide childcare to assist parents at-
tending the conference. If you might find that useful, please record details
during registration, including the ages of your children.

3. Talk slots will be 20 minutes plus 5 minutes break between talks. If you plan
to give a talk in the parallel sessions please record which session you plan to
speak in, even if you don’t yet know the title and abstract of your talk.

4. Accommodation should be booked soon. There are a limited number of nice
hotel rooms within walking distance of the conference. If you delay you will
either end up with a student room with a shared bathroom, or with needing
to catch a bus to the conference every day. If you stay at Mannix College
(the most convenient location) you have the option to include meals in your
booking. Please note that in order to reduce registration fees, lunch will not
be provided by the conference.

5. Several innovations are happening this year. We will have plenary lectures
on diversity and education topics, which should be of interest to everyone.
There will also be a special session on ‘Inclusivity, diversity, and equity in
mathematics’. If you have some experiences that you would like to share,
please consider giving a presentation or leading a discussion in that special
session (you can also give a regular maths talk in one of the other sessions,
of course).

Finally, if you have any questions, please email them to austms2019@monash.edu.

Fourth Workshop on Metric Bounds and Transversality

Dates: 8–10 December 2019
Venue: Swinburne University, Melbourne
Web: https://www.wombat.rmitopt.org/

This workshop focuses on current trends and new techniques in variational and
nonsmooth analysis and their diverse applications in applied mathematics. In past
events topics of the workshop have included error bounds, metric (sub) regularity,
Aubin property and calmness, transversality of collections of sets, subdifferential
characterisations, monotone operator theory, fixed-point methods and applications
of these techniques/properties to optimality conditions and the convergence of fun-
damental optimisation algorithms.

Keynote speakers:

• Prof Alexander Ioffe (Technion, Israel)
• Prof Marco López-Cerdá (Univ. Alicante, Spain)
• Dr Nir Sharon (Tel Aviv Univ., Israel)
• Prof Michel Théra (Univ. Limoges, France)

Registration is now open at the website.

mailto:austms2019@monash.edu
https://www.wombat.rmitopt.org/
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Data Science Down Under

Dates: Sunday 8 December to Thursday 12 December
Venue: Newcastle
Web: https://carma.newcastle.edu.au/meetings/dsdu/#page=about

The aim of the workshop is to bring together Australian researchers and prac-
titioners as well as key international academics in areas related to data science,
e.g. mathematics, statistics and computer science, to discuss recent advancements,
share ideas and foster new local and international collaborations. The workshop
consists of two integral parts:

• Boot camp: Sunday 8 December to Tuesday 10 December
• Recent advances: Wednesday 11th December to Thursday 12th December.

We intend to organise ongoing yearly workshops with specific underlying theme
for each year’s boot camp. In our inaugural year in 2019, the theme of the boot
camp is ‘Randomised Numerical Linear Algebra’ (RandNLA), which is a subject
of ongoing intense study. For this, invited speakers who are the pioneers and lead-
ing scholars in the field will bring their UoN NewSpace expertise in the area of
RandNLA and expose early career researchers and graduate students to related
background topics. The aim of the second half of the workshop is to explore not
only the interactions between the theme of the boot camp, i.e. RandNLA for 2019,
and machine learning, but also a diverse range of topics in data science. For this,
speakers from various areas related to the mathematics of data science will present
and discuss their cutting-edge research results. There will be two poster sessions,
where postgraduate students and ECRs will have the opportunity to present and
discuss their research in further details. Prizes are awarded to the best posters
based on audience votes.

To become acquainted with the topic RandNLA, please see the introductory mono-
graph ‘Lectures on Randomized Numerical Linear Algebra’. The suggested prereq-
uisite for the Boot Camp is an introductory knowledge on probability and linear
algebra.

42nd Australasian Conference on Combinatorial Mathematics and
Combinatorial Computing

Dates: 9–13 December 2019
Venue: University of New South Wales, Sydney
Web: https://conferences.maths.unsw.edu.au/e/42accmcc

ACCMCC is the annual conference of the Combinatorial Mathematics Society of
Australasia. The conference covers all areas of combinatorics in mathematics and
computer science. Invited speakers include:

• Michael Albert, University of Otago
• Joachim Gudmundsson, University of Sydney
• Daniel Horsley, Monash University
• Ken-ichi Kawarabayashi, National Institute of Informatics, Japan
• Cheryl Praeger, University of Western Australia
• Wojciech Samotij, Tel Aviv University

https://carma.newcastle.edu.au/meetings/dsdu/#page=about
https://conferences.maths.unsw.edu.au/e/42accmcc
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• Maya Stein, Universidad de Chile
• Stephan Thomassé, École Normale Supérieure de Lyon

The CMSA provides limited support for students who wish to attend 42ACCMCC
and give a talk. This year, additional funding has been provided by the Faculty
of Engineering, UNSW. For more information, and to download the application
form, please visit the 42ACCMCC website and click on ‘Students’ in the left menu.
Applications are due by Tuesday 1 October.

Finite Geometry: A Workshop in Honour of Tim Penttila

Dates: 16–17 December 2019
Venue: The University of Adelaide
Web: https://penttilafest.wordpress.com/

Tim Penttila will soon be turning 60, so it seems fitting to celebrate and hon-
our his career with a two-day workshop devoted to finite geometry. The host of
this event is the University of Adelaide, where Tim obtained his Bachelor degree.
There will be invited talks from some of Tim’s collaborators, plus a selection of
contributed talks. Supported by the Australian Mathematical Sciences Institute
and the Institute for Geometry and its Applications.

Featured speakers:

• Nicholas Hamilton, The University of Queensland
• Alice Man Wa Hui, BNU-HKBU United International College
• Christine O’Keefe, CSIRO
• Valentina Pepe, La Sapienza, The University of Rome
• Cheryl Praeger, The University of Western Australia
• Geertrui Van de Voorde, University of Canterbury, NZ.

NZMRI summer meeting

Dates: 13–19 February 2020
Venue: Tahuna Beach, Nelson
Web: http://sms.victoria.ac.nz/Events/AotearoaGR2020/WebHome

The topic of the 2020 NZMRI summer meeting will Mathematics of General Rela-
tivity, with lectures starting on Tuesday 14th and finishing at lunchtime on Sunday
19th.

We have three great speakers confirmed (Edward Witten, Clifford Taubes, Piotr
Chrusciel) with more to be announced.

The meeting website includes a registration form. Please register as soon as pos-
sible.

Please note that we are not booking accommodation for academics for this meeting.
The website has links to some local hotels. Nelson is a popular holiday destination,
so we suggest that you book soon.

https://penttilafest.wordpress.com/
http://sms.victoria.ac.nz/Events/AotearoaGR2020/WebHome
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For students: We will provide accommodation and some catering for all NZ-based
students and postdocs. Students at NZ universities may apply for a Kalman Sum-
mer Scholarship, to assist in their participation at this workshop, covering travel
costs. Applicants should submit an academic transcript, brief CV, and a statement
from their academic supervisor (or mentor) that indicates how participation in the
summer meeting will benefit the student’s development. Applications should be
sent by email to Prof. Rod Gover, the NZMRI Secretary, by 1 November 2019.

ANZIAM2020

Dates: Sunday 2 to Thursday 6 February 2020
Venue: Crowne Plaza Resort in the Hunter Valley region of New South Wales
Web: http://www.maths.mq.edu.au/ANZIAM2020/

New Connections in Representation Theory

Dates: 10–14 February 2020
Venue: Mantra Hotel Conference Centre, Mooloolaba, Queensland
Web: https://sites.google.com/view/mooloolaba2020/home

A list of speakers and additional information is available at the conference website.

Symmetries of Discrete Objects

Dates: 10–14 February 2020
Venue: Rotorua, New Zealand
Web: www.math.auckland.ac.nz/∼conder/SODO-2020

Rotorua is a scenic and interesting city about three hours drive (or a 45-minute
flight) south of Auckland. It’s also close to ‘Hobbiton’, used for the Hobbit and
Lord of the Rings movies: in fact, it was the venue for the 41ACCMCC in 2018.

The conference theme is broad, and includes symmetries of graphs, maps, poly-
topes, Riemann/Klein surfaces, and other discrete structures such as block designs
and finite geometries, with theory and applications of groups as a common thread.

The first two of these conferences were held at Queenstown (NZ) in 2012 and 2016.

So far, the confirmed invited keynote speakers include

• Anneleen De Schepper (Ghent University, Belgium) Dimitri Leemans (Uni-
versité Libre de Bruxelles, Belgium)

• Joy Morris (University of Lethbridge, Canada)
• Primož Potocnik (University of Ljubljana, Slovenia)
• Jozef Širán (Open University, UK, and Slovak University of Technology,

Slovakia).

If you are interested in attending, please register by early November 2019. Regis-
tration fees do not have to be paid until 4 January 2020, but we need to have a
good idea of participant numbers well before then.

http://www.maths.mq.edu.au/ANZIAM2020/
https://sites.google.com/view/mooloolaba2020/home
www.math.auckland.ac.nz/~conder/SODO-2020
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Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Mathematics Alliance 2020 con-
ference

Dates: 27–30 July 2020
Venue: Yirrkala, Northeast Arnhem Land
Web: https://atsimanational.ning.com/atsima-2020-yirrkala

ATSIMA is excited to announce that ATSIMA 2020 will be held in Yirrkala an
Indigenous Community in Arnhem Land, in the Northern Territory, 18 km South-
East from the large mining town of Nhulunbuy. ATSIMA together with Yirrkala
Bilingual School will work in collaboration.

This opportunity to attend a conference right in the middle of where culture and
mathematics is being taught is not to be missed.

If you would like to work in collaboration with ATSIMA and Yirrkala School please
contact Melinda Pearson (melindapearson@atsima.org).

64th Annual Meeting of the Australian Mathematical Society
(AustMS 2020)

Dates: Tuesday 8 December 2020 to Friday 11 December 2020
Venue: University of New England, Armidale, NSW
Contact: Gerd Schmalz: schmalz@une.edu.au.

Vale

Alexander Isaev

Alexander Isaev, who had been at the Australian National University since 1992,
passed away in August. An obituary appears in this issue.

Ken Russell

Ken Russell, who retired from Charles Sturt University in 2015, passed away in
Wollongong in July. An obituary appears at
https://www.stats.org.nz/obituary-ken-russell/.

https://atsimanational.ning.com/atsima-2020-yirrkala
mailto:melindapearson@atsima.org
mailto:schmalz@une.edu.au
https://www.stats.org.nz/obituary-ken-russell/
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Visiting mathematicians

Visitors are listed in alphabetical order and details of each visitor are presented
in the following format: name of visitor; home institution; dates of visit; principal
field of interest; principal host institution; contact for enquiries.

Information in this section is complemented by Anthony Henderson’s report from
the Sydney Mathematical Research Institute.

Prof Andrew Bernoff; Harvey Mudd College, California; 30 September to 4 Octo-
ber; modelling locust swarms; UAD; Edward Green

A/Prof Jian Chen; Foshan University, China; applied and computational mathe-
matics; 1 March 2019 to 1 March 2020; QUT; Fawang Liu

A/Prof Yongsheng Cheng; University of Science and Technology of China; 25 Au-
gust 2019 to 28 February 2020; Lie theory closely related affine Kac–Moody
algebras; USN; Ruibin Zhang

Prof Daryl Cooper; University of Santa Barbara USA; 1 September to 15 Decem-
ber 2019; USN; Stephan Tillmann

Ms Giulia Dal Verme; University of Milan and Biccocca; 21 June to 31 October
2019; USN; Nathan Brownlowe

Prof Andreas-Stephan Elsenhans; University of Wuerzburg; 6 August to 23 Septem-
ber 2019; Mgam Computational Algebra group; USN; John Cannon

Peter Erdös; Rényi Institute, Hungary; 16 October to 1 November 2019; graph
theory and phylogenetic networks; Western Sydney University; Andrew Fran-
cis

Prof Alexandru Hening; Tufts University Boston; 15 June to 1 October 2019; sto-
chastic harvesting in population dynamics; USN; Anthony Henderson

Dr Zahir Hussain; MMU UK; 16–20 December 2019; nonlinear asymptotic sta-
bility methods for boundary layer fluid flow in complex geometries; USN;
Sharon Stephen

Xuyi Jin; Zhejiang Normal University, Jinhua, China; 15 August to 11 October
2019; differential equations and dynamical systems; SUT; Tonghua Zhang

Dr Sebastian Klein; Universty of Mannheim; 18 November to 17 December 2019;
soul curves of a class of constant mean curvature tori; USN; Emma Carberry

Huifen Li; Zhejiang Normal University, Jinhua, China; 15 August to 11 October
2019; differential equations and dynamical systems; SUT; Tonghua Zhang

Dr Bruno Lourenço; University of Tokyo; 2–17 November 2019; convex geometry
and optimisation; UNSW; Vera Roshchina

Dr Benjian Lyu; Beijing Normal University; 1 November 2018 to 31 October 2019;
UOM; Sanming Zhou

Tamás Róbert Mezei; Rényi Institute, Hungary; 16 October to 1 November 2019;
graph theory and phylogenetic networks; Western Sydney University; Andrew
Francis

Ms Sayantika Mondal (FRT scholar); 28 May to 31 March 2020; ANU; Joan Li-
cata

Dr Vidit Nanda; Oxford Univerisity; 18 September 2018 to 30 June 2021; applied
algebraic topology; USN; Jacqui Ramagge

Prof Alice Niemeyer; RWTH Aachen, Germany; July to December 2019; CMSC
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Dr Syarifah Zyurina Nordin; 1 July to 20 December 2019; task scheduling in par-
allel processors; USN; Anthony Henderson

Prof Jan Obloj; 12 August to 20 December 2019; quantification of the value of
information in the robust approach to pricing and hedging problems; USN;
Anna Aksamit

Michael Rehme; University of Stuttgart; 16 September to 20 December 2019; ANU;
Steve Roberts

Dr Nir Sharon; Tel-Aviv University; November to December 2019; approximation;
SUT; Nadezda Sukhorukova

Hongling Shi; Zhejiang Normal University, Jinhua, China; 15 August to 11 Octo-
ber 2019; differential equations and dynamical systems; SUT; Tonghua Zhang

Tim Stokes; University of Waikato; 25–29 November 2019; semigroups; WSU;
James East

Jiali Wang; Zhejiang Normal University, Jinhua, China; 15 August to 11 October
2019; differential equations and dynamical systems; SUT; Tonghua Zhang

Prof Yuanheng Wang; Zhejiang Normal University, Jinhua, China; 15 August to
11 October 2019; functional analysis; SUT; Tonghua Zhang

Yujie Xiong; Zhejiang Normal University, Jinhua, China; 15 August to 11 October
2019; differential equations and dynamical systems; SUT; Tonghua Zhang

Dr Siti Ainor Mohd Yatim; Universiti Sains Malaysia; 7 February 2019 to 6 Febru-
ary 2020; numerical simulation and numerical analysis of ordinary and partial
differential equations; USN; Peter Sehoon Kim

Dr Jingkui Zhang; Qingdao University of Technology; 30 March 2019 to 29 March
2020; ANU; Matthew Hole

Mr Yihan Zhou; University of Glasgow; 16 September to 15 November 2019; real
options and optimal stopping under non-linear expectations with applications
to resources and investments; USN; Marek Rutkowski



The Society’s Annual General Meeting

The Society’s 63rd Annual General Meeting will be held on Thursday 5th De-
cember at Monash University, during the Society’s annual conference. The agenda
and papers for the meeting will be posted on the conference website about a week
before the meeting.

Special Interest Meeting deadline

The next application deadline for Special Interest Meetings will be in early 2020:
AMSI plans to decide on the exact dates in late November or early December.
Applications are required at least three months in advance of the meeting.

If funding is also sought from AMSI, applications should be made via the AMSI
website http://research.amsi.org.au/workshop-funding/. If funding is not being
sought from AMSI, please use the application form available at http://www.austms.
org.au/Special+Interest+Meetings and send it to the secretary, Deborah Jackson
(email: Secretary@austms.org.au).

Applicants are reminded that there is a maximum grant of $3,500 per meeting.

Deborah Jackson AustMS Secretary

Email: Secretary@austms.org.au

Deborah Jackson (née Trueman) is a lecturer at La Trobe
University. She began her academic career at Monash Uni-

versity and then moved to Swinburne University. After
several years back at Monash, she joined La Trobe in

2010. Deborah was honorary Chair of the Victorian Alge-
bra Group from 1996 to 2003 and its Secretary from 1994

to 1995. Deborah took over as Secretary of the Society in
September 2019.
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